3 Things You Should Know About
Bubblers

If you’re an avid cannabis smoker, you know that one of the best ways of smoking your dry
herbs is through a bong. Bongs have superb smoke diffusion capabilities, which means the hits
are easy, the flavor is great, and the rips are smooth. Moreover, bongs are also considered to
be the safest way of smoking.
However, due to their shape and size, bongs aren’t
exactly the most portable smoking devices. This is
where a bubbler comes in.
Bubblers offer the same great flavor and smooth hits
you get from the bong, but in a more compact size.
Here are three things to know about bubbler pipes.

A Bubbler is Not the Same as a Bong
In some ways, bongs and bubblers are very similar. For
instance, both use water to filter the smoke for a
smoother, cleaner hit. The major difference is that the
bowl on a bubbler is typically much smaller than the
ones used in bongs.
For smokers who prefer to use bongs exclusively, this
opens up a treasure chest of possibilities. With a
bubbler, they can enjoy the smooth refreshing hit of a
bong wherever they go—sans the inconvenience.

Bubblers are Great at Filtering Smoke
Another area where bubblers and bongs are different is complexity. Bongs have evolved
considerably over the last couple of decades, and now feature highly efficient smoke filtration
systems—such as percolators. If you’re not familiar with what a percolator is, it’s a contraption
that is used with a bong to cool the smoke. Most bongs today come with percolators, and some
high-end bongs even feature two.
While most bubblers come with a basic water filtration system, the great news is that you can
now get bubblers that feature a percolator.

A Bubbler Can Be Used as a Regular Glass Bowl
Another great thing about water bubblers is that they can be used as regular glass bowls. So, if
you ever get tired of the water filtration and crave the hit of a simple glass bowl, just empty out
the water in your bubbler and voila! You can now use it as a normal glass bowl.
A leading online headshop, BongOutlet offers a wide variety of smoking devices and accessories
for sale for affordable prices. Our selection of products includes a wide variety of cool bongs,
premium quality bubblers, dry herb vaporizers and more. You can check out our full catalogue
here.

